YOU DEFINE REALITY BY WHAT YOU KNOW, WHAT YOU BELIEVE, AND WHAT YOU DO ABOUT IT.

OPINIONS AND FEELINGS ARE FREQUENTLY A PERSONAL TRIUMPH OVER GOOD THINKING.

TA-CONCEPTS CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
2 EGO STATE
4 A DRIVER
9 A HUNGER
12 A CURRENCY
15 A CURRENCY
16 A CURRENCY
17 A DRIVER
19 TRANSACTION TYPE
20 A CURRENCY
22 HUNGER
24 SCRIPT TIME
26 A HUNGER
28 A TIME STRUCTURE
29 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
30 A DRIVER
33 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
39 UNIT OF RECOGNITION
43 TIME STRUCTURE
45 TRANSACTION TYPE
46 A TIME STRUCTURE
47 A CURRENCY
49 SCRIPT TIME
50 A CURRENCY
51 FEELING MODE

DOWN
1 EGO STATE
2 SCRIPT TIME
3 A CURRENCY
5 TRANS. TYPE
6 A CURRENCY
7 A CURRENCY
8 FEELING MODE
9 TRANSACTION TYPE
10 DRAMA TRIANGLE
11 A TIME STRUCTURE
13 A HUNGER
14 A CURRENCY
18 PEOPLE PLAY
21 A DRIVER
23 A HUNGER
25 DRAMA TRIANGLE
27 SCRIPT TIME
31 BETWEEN EGO STATES
32 TIME STRUCTURE
34 A CURRENCY
35 A CURRENCY
36 A CURRENCY
37 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
38 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
40 A DRIVER
41 A CURRENCY
42 DRAMA TRIANGLE
44 SCRIPT TIME

WORD LIST
- Racket
- Authentic
- Illustrated
- Crossed
- Complementary
- Anxious
- Foolish
- Unique
- Words
- Resistant
- Parent

UNIT OF RECOGNITION
- Contact
- Recognition
- Praise
- Thread
- Reward
- Benefit
- Structure
- Stimulus
- Sex
- Incident
- Contact
- Victim
- Rescuer
- Persecutor
- Getaway With
- Getaway
- Get Nowhere
- Get Rid Of
- Get On With
- Get Perfect
- Best
- Right
- Hurry
- Try
- Please
- Get
- Ritual
- Activities
- Pastimes
- Games
- Intimacy
- One and Only
- Feelings
- Booze
- Power
- Violence
- Money
- Words
- Feelings
- Anxious
- Foolish
- Unique
- Words
- Resistant
- Parent

ACROSS
2 EGO STATE
4 A DRIVER
9 A HUNGER
12 A CURRENCY
15 A CURRENCY
16 A CURRENCY
17 A DRIVER
19 TRANSACTION TYPE
20 A CURRENCY
22 HUNGER
24 SCRIPT TIME
26 A HUNGER
28 A TIME STRUCTURE
29 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
30 A DRIVER
33 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
39 UNIT OF RECOGNITION
43 TIME STRUCTURE
45 TRANSACTION TYPE
46 A TIME STRUCTURE
47 A CURRENCY
49 SCRIPT TIME
50 A CURRENCY
51 FEELING MODE

DOWN
1 EGO STATE
2 SCRIPT TIME
3 A CURRENCY
5 TRANS. TYPE
6 A CURRENCY
7 A CURRENCY
8 FEELING MODE
9 TRANSACTION TYPE
10 DRAMA TRIANGLE
11 A TIME STRUCTURE
13 A HUNGER
14 A CURRENCY
18 PEOPLE PLAY
21 A DRIVER
23 A HUNGER
25 DRAMA TRIANGLE
27 SCRIPT TIME
31 BETWEEN EGO STATES
32 TIME STRUCTURE
34 A CURRENCY
35 A CURRENCY
36 A CURRENCY
37 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
38 OK CORRAL QUADRANT
40 A DRIVER
41 A CURRENCY
42 DRAMA TRIANGLE
44 SCRIPT TIME

OPINIONS AND FEELINGS ARE FREQUENTLY A PERSONAL TRIUMPH OVER GOOD THINKING.
YOU DEFINE REALITY BY WHAT YOU KNOW, WHAT YOU BELIEVE, AND WHAT YOU DO ABOUT IT.